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Workshop Evaluation (On training day)

Client : JTI Leaf Malawi Limited
Workshop :  WorkingSm@rt as a Remote Leader
Workshop Date: October 7th and 8th 2020
Number of Participants: 39
Number of Participants that have completed the evaluation form: 35

Instructor: Knowledge, connection to our business

Information requested by your team:
Modern Teamworking: WorkingSm@rt + MS Teams 19 Designing Meetings: WorkingSm@rt in Meetings 12

21 Planning Projects: Project Planning Breakthroughs 19

Centralising Information: WorkingSm@rt + OneNote 12 Executing Projects: Outlook4Projects 19

My skills level: My anticipated change:

Working Effectively: WorkingSm@rt + Outlook
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How would you describe the benefits of this training to others?
1 It is a good training that will improve organizational skills and thus lead to improved efficiency. 
2 Its very beneficial to the new ways of working
3 It has been a very good training with some insights specifically on the following  1. Personal organization - realizing 

oneself and how to get better  2. How to manage our teams in different situations for better results  3. Effective 
delegation for results

4 This will help in managing different people with different thinking levels and how to organise myself
5 the training shares practical insights to managing teams remotely using available tools such as Ms. Outlook and 

Ms. Teams and also others insights such understanding personality types
6 I have gained a lot more knowledge on my organizational skill.
7 Thoroughly process of managing calendar events.
8 It has been a key opener for me. Have learnt things to do with communication, managing team and delegation
9 it brings out some blind spots

10 The training is very beneficial as it provides skills for the new 'normal'.
11 Very insightful brings about a new awareness
12 it is a worthy learning training
13 Added understanding of the realities of the times we are in.
14 Streamline, easy to adopt with big impact
15 It is an eye opener to how to manage people remotely.
16 I have learnt a lot on communication styles.
17 Very beneficial most during this time of Covid
18 It is an eye opener
19 This training really good and will be happy if it can be run with the supervisors as well
20 It is life and game changing
21 Practical Outlook tips  Practical virtual meeting skills  Practical learnings on virtual team leadership
22 It will benefit my team quite a lot apart from myself
23 We can do with the calendar and be more effective with remote meetings
24 Its an opportunity for improvement in Communication, Organisation and Planning in day to day activities
25 It couldn't have come at a more better time
26 The guidance is great as some of these things you take for granted until you see it and realize how this can help 

you. i.e. planning using calendar
27 Its a practical meeting with real situations attributes 
28 Its worth attending
29 quite beneficial for everyone
30 This is more of a life skill than business training
31 good session and good reminder on several things.  
32 It is helpful for team leaders to provide effective direction to team members
33 It is refreshing and intuitive

How will you work differently?
1 The digital reminders will help me keep track of my workload and my calendar will be categorized according to 

subject matter. 
2 Be more organized and have more effective meetings and more productive while working at home
3 1. Personal organization to improve individual and team performance  2. Pay attention to teams situations to

 understand their situations and why this is affecting their work  3. Making sure that I am clear when delegating 
and have timelines set for delegated activities and assignments
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4 Paying attention to people understanding
5 I will use Outlook more
6 I will work more efficiently and save time during team meetings
7 It will provide a clear sense of direction on how to approach different team members during online meetings.
8 I will be more organized now than before
9 more empathetic, more organized using digital reminders , more personal touch

10 I will plan better, collaborate with colleagues better and understand team individual needs and motivations.
11 work more efficiently and in an organized manner
12 Self organization and understanding teams personal activities whilst working from home
13 Be more humane when dealing with team and connect with them beyond just work matters
14 Listen more from my team and get more organized.
15 Better organized, more understanding
16 Organize my calendar better
17 Will be more flexible.
18 Organize my activities.
19 Increased communication 
20 I will be more organized and efficient 
21 Communication styles when dealing with different personalities in a team
22 Listen and be deliberate to package communications to individuals to suit their preference
23 Make sure that the teams are receiving regular communication and updated on changes
24 To be communicating to my team regularly and will not stick to work issues
25 Be a listening leader in meetings to understand the different character types and communication styles.
26 Use of Technology-Microsoft teams-Calender, events, reminders etc
27 Plan plan plan and learn to say no
28 I will plan better and learn more about my team and some of their trigger points.
29 Better communicate with the team and lead online meetings effectively
30 Improved
31 Being better organized and increase number of meetings to keep in touch with my team
32 How I am leading and organizing my team online 
33 collaboration and understanding teams situations and making online meetings interactive
34 I will improve on my communication with my team members
35 Be more empathetic and understanding of different communication styles

Other comments
1 Very good session, we should have done this as early as April, it would have helped a great deal, but better 

late than never
2 very good training which will completely change the way we do things for better productivity.
3 Useful training session, have learnt quite a lot.
4 Good delivery of course content by facilitator
5 Excellent course
6 The training is very good and effective for my work
7 Extend it to Supervisors
8 Simple & effective session. Enjoyed it a lot. Thank you
9 May need to have the copy in my in box.

10 The training was educative.
11 There will be improvements in my online meetings with my team
12 This training has to be done annually as  we are living in a dynamic and changing world
13 Will motivate the team through communication, emotional support and direction
14 Timely training, very useful
15 The training is very essential considering the times we are in and the heighted anxieties being experienced

currently.    
16 The documents provided are handy as you can refer to them at a later time.
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17 A very good training to have 
18 Good training. Will certainly bring efficiencies to my work
19 Very good but too short training, There is much more to learn about comunication
20 In the next session, just note that as a company our performance management systems is on 2 parts thus 

business objectives(50%) and global flagship behaviors(50%). So you may take note when doing the slide on 
the type of behavior agreements.    The scheduling of meetings is a frequently used functionality in Ms Outlook 
especially for this audience being managers they know about it.

21 Learned a lot on self awareness and emotional connection with others
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